
Built on the Rapid Intake® collaborative eLearning development platform, 

Unison™ is a web-based solution that lets designers and subject matter 

experts (SMEs) collaboratively capture, storyboard, develop, review, 

test, and publish Flash®-based courses—without having to know Flash. 

Novice users and content owners simply fill out form-based templates to

create interactive Flash-based courses, while advanced users and 

communities create reusable custom templates by accessing the Flash

source code (.fla). 

Project-based subscriptions start at $49 per month, enabling entire 

teams to work together at a lower cost. All output is SCORM compliant, 

rich-media compatible, and works on most PC and Mac browsers.

Create a FREE account today!

www.rapidintake.com
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Capture
Streamline content collection

Improve content quality with 
SMEsync™ templates

Oversee SME input in real time

Storyboard
Reduce development time

See content in true context

Align expectations earlier in
the process

Develop
Collaborate simultaneously
from anywhere

Fill out templates to create 
Flash courses or customize
the source code

Review
Review in tandem

Collaborate in threaded 
discussions

Reduce review cycles   

Test
Track bugs and issues as 
they surface

Auto-capture bug locations 

Fix bugs quickly with direct links

Publish
Publish to any SCORM LMS

Download to CD

Provide instant access

The Highest Service and Security in the Industry
Rapid Intake was ranked as the most responsive rapid eLearning 
development tool vendor by the eLearning Guild 2007 Market 
Research Survey.
Unison was designed from the outset to be categorically secure. 
The application has been certified as safe by the experts at 
SecureWorks®, the same company used by many financial 
institutions to certify the security of their web applications. With a 
secure data center and the highest levels of encryption, you never 
have to worry about your information being compromised.

Unison™ is a web-based solution that lets designers 
and subject matter experts (SMEs) collaboratively 
capture, storyboard, develop, review, test, and 
publish Flash®-based courses—without having to 
know Flash.

Now all your SMEs, designers, and reviewers can 
work together on courseware through a secure web 
interface that provides simple tools to create rich 
interactive eLearning content without stepping all 
over each other.
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Unison always shows who else is working in the project and prevents 
you from accidentally overwriting anything they are working on.

Create a FREE account at www.rapidintake.com

Effective Learning
Most eLearning solutions rely on bland, 
PowerPoint-style presentations that cause even 
the most motivated employees to tune out. 

With Unison you can create engaging
   • Quizzes
   • Tests
   • Learning Games
   • Simulations

The Easiest Solution in the Industry
You don’t need to be a Flash developer 
to create effective Flash courses with Unison. 

Our form-based templates walk you through 
each step and make it simple to see your design 
become a reality. Unison requires no software 
or hardware setup or maintenance. All you need 
to do is log on and get started.

More for Less 
Our unique licensing model allows 
everyone in your organization to 
use Unison.

With subscriptions starting at $49 
per month, your entire team can 
work together at a lower cost. 
Besides saving money, you’ll also 
save time and energy because 
Unison makes creating e-learning 
courses as simple as filling out forms.


